Houses of the Oxford Region
3. HILL HOU E, BURFORD
I, PLS. XXXVIII and XXXIX A)

(FiG.

By

DAVID STURDY

Tills house is a fine example of a mid-15th cenlury merchant's house. It
is built of coursed rubble with ashlar dressings and contained a Hall
17 by 32 by 30 ft., Solar 22 by 17 ft. with chambers above, probably with a
Kitchen wing now destroyed. Behind the Solar wing is a range, perhaps
built with the house as a Barn or Warehouse now converted into rooms.
The present front doorway, I, of medieval date, is not in its original
position. The original entrance was probably between Hall and Kitchen, 2,
leading into a screen's passage. Fine traceried ashlar windows survive at 3.
The Hall window is two-centred ,,~th flamboyant tracery. Beside it are a
modern buttress and a doom'ay which perhaps led to a staircase to the upper
floor of the destroyed kitchen wing, 4. The possible position of other similar
windows in the Hall,. now destroyed, is marked on the plan by dashes. The
six-light square-headed window of the Solar retains its traceried heads only
in the lights at each end. The centre lights were destroyed in the 18th century
for a bay window, now removed. Other notable features of the Solar are tbe
fireplace, 5, perhaps a 16th century insertion, and doorway to the former
staircase, 6, on which are several examples of a mason's mark also found at
All ouls College ([438-43), Magdalen College (1473-80),' and other local
buildings. The Solar has fine moulded beams. The only ancient features of
the chambers above the Solar are a plain doorway, 7, in the timber partition
under the eastern roof-truss, and a plain fireplace, 8. The small room, 9, was
probably a privy.
The site of the Kitchen wing is occupied by a public house built in the
I7th or 18th century, when the south wall of the Hall, 10, was rebuilt. It is,
however, possible that the Solar was on the first floor, marked Chambers,
and the Kitchen on the ground floor under it, marked olar, forming a bouse
of only two blocks.
The arch-braced roof of the Hall survives above the ceilings of the bedrooms inserted into the upper part of the Hall. The roof of the Solar. of
similar form, was partly reconstructed in the 18th century to replace a gable
on the slreet Mth the present hip.
1 R. H. C. Davis: • A Catalogur- of Masons' Marks as an Aid to Architectural History
Journal 01 the British Archatological Association, srd Ie-f., xvn (1954), p. 72, X~3 and PL. XVIII.
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Hill House) Burford. Plans of (i) roor timbers; (ii) tint Boor j (ill) ground floor.
Section through Solar. 15th century work in solid black. ScaIe I : 240.
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4. THE OLD MANOR HOUSE, POFFLEY END, HAILEY, OXON.
(FIG. 2, PLS . XXXIX B and XL)
By

DAVID STURDY

THIs house was built latein the 15th or more probably early in the 16th century
of coursed rubble, with a Hall 16 by 30 by 23 ft., a Kitchen with a Solar
above, both 16ft. wide and probably about the same length. Pantry and
storeroom were in a lower wing to the south with dovecotes built in the wall.
The entrance was probably at 1, opposite the double timber doorway 2.
Jambs of former windows exist at 3, two in the Hall under the plaster, one
in the gable end of the south wing. The original roof is partly preserved.
The truss, 5, contains sockets for arched braces similar to those of Hill House,
Burford. From it sprang wind braces. The truss next on the west, probably of
the same pattern, is missing. The truss, 6, is plain, later rebuilt or originally
holding the plastered west gable of the Hall. The truss, 7, has sockets for
arched braces like those over the Hall, 5, but higher (see Section A-A) to
allow more headIOom in the first floor Solar.
In reconstructions late in the 16th or in the 17th century, a chimney
stack and staircase, 8, were built into the Hall, a floor inserted in the Hall,
the Solar floor rebuilt, a floor added to the south wing (see Section B-B) and
a chimney stack, 9, built over the double timber doorway of the old passage.
The lower part of the Hall and the old Kitchen formed living rooms. Three
large rooms on the first floor had their own doorways from the staircase, as
bed-chambers. The store room was made into a kitchen with a chimney
stack, 10, inserted with a storeroom or servant's bedroom over it cut off from
the rest of the house with its own staircase perhaps also, at 10. All the present
windows, except that at II, which is modern, were inserted and the gables
of the former Solar built. These alterations provided a neat and spacious
plan with a fine exterior. The position of the entrance is not known.
The house can probably be identified with that mentioned in the inventory of the possessions of Robert Yate drawn up 13 March 1639 [/4°].'
Ifso it was reconstructed by Robert Yate c. 1609 and its connection with the
ancestors of Gilbert White of Selborne may be traced in The cifJI of Oxford and
the Restoration rif 1660 by Margaret Toynbee. 3
The rooms enumerated in the inventory may be tentatively identified:
Hall, ground floor, former Kitchen and screens passage; Parlour, ground
floor, east part of former Hall; Chamber over Buttery, may be identified
with 9 on plan; Cheese Chamber, perhaps small room to east of former Hall ;
Bodleian MS. Wills Oxon.) 75/3/28.
] Oxoniensia, xxv (1960),93 .
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The Old Manor House, Poffley End, Hailey. Plans of (i) first Roor; (ii) ground floor.
Section AA through Solar. Elevation BB of rear wall of south wing. Scale 1 : 240.
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His lodging Chamber, "ith 5; Cham her over Dairy House, Maid's Chamber
and ervant's Chamber, perhaps with 6 and 7 and farther rooms to the west
now rebuilt; Kitchen, ground lloor, former Store; Buttery, marked Pantry;
next come Corn House, Timber House, Malt Mill House and so on, probably
several ranges of farm buildings, now destroyed, with among them Chamber
over Kitchen, probably identifiable with T I.
It is not known how the name manor became attached to the house, for
Hailey was one of the townships in the manor of Witney. On the other hand
Crawley manor (another township) is mentioned in late 15th century documents. The name may have originated at the time of' Squire' White (16361701). The house ceased to be connected with the Whites probably when
Sampson White the younger (1670-1708) built Swanhall a few hundred
yards away. Early in the Igth century it was turned into cottages and three
new cottages were added at 4 and the wall at 12 rebuilt. In 1958 it was
again made into one dwelling.
5. ELEVE:'< SMALL OXFORD HOUSES
Edited by DAVID STURDY
THE reports below illustrate the characteristics and development of small
houses in Oxford from about 1570 to 1720.' In this period one of the few
respectable ways of investment was the leasing and sub-letting of houses at a
profit. Many houses were rebuilt by the lessee. Two small houses with one
room on each 1I00r were often built on a single plot. This sub-division of
property was due to the growth of the population and prosperity of the town
from the middle of the 16th century, a movement common to the rest of
England.
The houses described are all rebuildings or infilling on land already
developed in the Middle Ages. During the period new rows of houses were
also built in a large area of development along the City Wall and Ditch
shown on the map (FIG. 3).
T. ALDATE'S
4, PL. XLll B)
By G. J. DAWSON
THESE houses, on the east side of St. Aldate's, immediately north of Denc11worth Bow, under which flowed Shirelake, a branch of the Thames,
form two blocks, each of two houses. To the south Nos. 33 and 34 both
(i) 31-34
(FIG.

4 cr. B. 11. St. J. O'Neil, 'Some
eventeenth-century llou.ses in Greal Yarmouth', Arc/uJloiogia,
xcv (1953), 141-80. JJ. E. Salter, CortuJory ofiM Hospital. of St. John iii, a.H.S., LXIX (1916), 327-337.

DAVID STURDY
contain one room on each of two floors; No. 33 has also extensions at the rear,
and over the yard between it and No. 32. No. 34 was built late in the 16th
century, two stories high of coarse rubble, including re-used moulded stones
of medieval date. The roof, now destroyed, was probably parallel to the
street and high-pitched like No. 33, but never contained an attic. The house
has a fireplace on each floor, possibly in the original positions; a newel
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staircase fits between the chimney breast and the rear wall and on the ground
floor a window in the south wall has mouldings similar to those of Tom Gate,
Christ Church, of 1525-30, and looked over Shirelake, but was blocked early
in the 19th century when No. 35 was built over the stream.5 No. 33 was
perhaps of the same simple plan as it was fi",t built in the mid or late 16th
century, but ,,~th a chimney stack built at the rear with a staircase perhaps
beside it. When a rear wing was added in the 18th century the staircase was
rebuilt behind the chimney stack. The house was also enlarged later by the
insertion of an attic in the roof and by the building of rooms at first floor and
attic level over the yard to the north; the rearrangements on the first lIoor
can be traced from the changes in lIoor level.
Nos. 31 and 32 were built probably early in the 17th century as small
houses of one room on each of two lIoors, perhaps with attics in the roof. The
structure was timber-framed except for the stone chimneystack which survives
.s On the plan, No. 34 is shown al ground floor level except for the front wall.
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with original fireplaces at the rear of the rooms, with newel staircases beside.
No. 32, the larger house from the start, was extended perhaps late in the '7th
century by a large timber· framed rear wing of three bays and two stories with
fireplaces inserted in the back of the chimneys tack. A major alteration took
place probably early in the 'gth century when the division between the two
houses was moved south about two foot and the present symmetrical fa~ade
constructed. But No. 32 retained a little annexe at the rear on the old line
of division and both this and the extension at the rear of o. 31 also appears
to be earlier than this alteration. In the 19th century a passage was cut
through No. 31 and a single storey block added behind the rear "~ng of o.
32, and in this century the fa~ade and much of the interior have been further
modified.

DAVID STURDY
From the evidence of documents, the area on the southernmost edge of
the town adjoining the ancient county boundary of Shirelake had buildings
on it by the mid-13th century.' Grandpont, now the Abingdon Road, had
been built late in the II th century by Robert d'Oilly I, thus opening up the
area. 7 Among the early tenanl> a weaver is mentioned. But by the late 14th
century, the sites of at least ;'Iios. 33 and 34 had reverted to garden,s a common
change of land-usc on the margins. After the middle of the 16th century, the
whole area was again developed with simple well-built houses for workmen
which survive much altered. Nos. 31 and 32 are still occupied. 9
Il
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A;'IiD 17-18 PE~fBROKE STREET
5 and 6, PL. XLI A)
By DAVID Sn:RDY

(FIGS.

;'Iio. I I Beef Lane was demolished in the summer of 1961 when many ancient
features were exposed. It was built early in the 17th century, behind ~o·.
17 and 18 Pembroke Street, of timber with stone chimneybreasts and side
walls, as a pair of houses, with basement, ground floor, projecting first floor
and projecting attics. The roof plan was a lateral ridge with pairs of gables
at front and rear. Each house had one room on each floor linked by a newel
stair on the side wall between the chimney breast and rear wall. On the
ground floor was perhaps a pair of central passages; the rear doorways survived. Large plain four-centred arched stone fireplaces suggest that the
kitchens were here. The rear window frame survived in one room and the
small staircase window in the other. On the first floor elaborately moulded
fireplaces with recessed spandrels show that here were the main living rooms,
and perhaps also bedrooms. The positions were revealed of large windows
at front and small at rear. The attic rooms also had small plain fireplaces.
In the 18th century the gabled dormers were replaced on the outside by a
low-pitched roof and the rear attic wall rebuilt. At this time doorways were
pierced between the two houses, throwing them into one; the ground floor
front wall was rebuilt in brick with a single front door, and one staircase was
destroyed . The house \\ as refitted and re-windowed in Georgian character.
6 H. L. Salter Srln~ qfO:ifortl, I. O.U.S. ~ N ••• ) XIV ( 1960). ~41·2 . Add : John TrC"gUran hl"ld
;\;0.34 from 1449 to aflrr (4rlS. Gil~ Pulton held it fr m hfo(.m' 1479. H. L. Saitt'r, Olnlr)! CarluLuy,
II, O.H.S. xc ( 1929), 167 ; Uf, n.H.S. XCI ( 1931 ), 1100-:283 panim. S. R . Wigram. FridnwitU'J e.,·
uJary, I . O.H.S., XX\'UI ( 1894), 183'S Colle-danea. IV, <l.H.S. , X1.\.11 119( 5), 4A-g.
' J. S!('\.·ensun, Abitttdtm a,onuu. n. Rolls SrrJrs ( 18~8 ). '5, ~5. 28.t.
• S. R. Wigram. F,itkswidt', u"/rdtJJ? I, O.H S 'I XXVIII ( 18g1 , 189'90.
, I would like to thank lhf' ownC-1"I and Imalll. of the:- pr0J>f'rt)' for allowing thMTl to bt- ml"aJurt"d,
Mr, D. Sturdy for constant ad .... ict'. and Mr. J. Chf'rry and mrm~n of the Oxford Uni . . t'mty Arch ~
aeological Sot'i('t}· who asaisted in thr measuring.
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Nos. 17 and 18Pembroke Street were built of stone early in the 17th century'·
as a pair of houses of three floors with cellars, attics and a single room on each
floor. There was a central chimney stack with stone moulded fireplaces, now
blocked. The newel staircases were bchind the stack and small closets lay in
front, both lit by small windows. On the street the fine bay-windows, three
storeys high, form a notable feature of the front; it retains the original corner
mullions of stone. The front doorways of stone chamfered with incised spandrels and three-centred arches lay on the east of each bay, and are now
blocked. In No. 17 a passage probably led to the back doorway with its
plain chamfered three-centred arch. The back door of No. 18 opened from
the foot of the stairs. On the rear wall each room had stone mullioned windows
of two lights. Late in the 18th century the twO houses were made into one
and a single staircase replaced the newel staircases. During 1961 these houses
were restored as part of the new quadrangle of Pembroke College."
NOS. 64, 65, 66 ST. THOMA' STREET
(FIGS. 7 and 8, PLS. xu B and XLII A )

By

JAMES DORAN

THESE houses are situated on the north side of St. Thomas' treet, directly
opposite the Hamel.
No. 64 was built as a symmetrical pair of houses near the end of the 17th
century. The three storeyed structure is of timber with lath and plaster, but
the facing is Victorian brickwork. The upper storeys overhang the ground
floor by about a foot. The top floor is an attic with dormer windows, the
roof plan being a lateral ridge with two gables at the front and three at the
rear. On all floors there is a central partition. The chimney stack is central,
at the rear, with a staircase to one side, and indications of another having
been symmetrically placed. The fittings arc 18th and 19th century.
To the primary structure bave been added two brick-built extensions on
the ground and first floor. An extension had been made by 1750" but the
surviving main extension is later, of the late 18th or early 19th century, and
probably indicates the merging of the two houses.
No. 65 was built, probably as one of a symmetrical pair, in the late 17th
or early 18th century. The structure is again three storeyed with overhang

I.

Probably brtwC('n 1671 and 1635. C. L. Shadwdl and II. E. Saiter, Oriel Collegt IUcords,
O.JI.S., LXXXV ( lq26), 263.
II 1 am graltful 10 the Bursar of Pt-mbroke CoII<'g(" who ga\'~ J)('rmission for the survey of lhrsc

housl'S.
lJ

Isaac Taylor, Plan

oJ Oiford ( 1750).
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DAVID STU RDY
and in timber with lath and plaster. The roof plan has a longitudinal ndge and
a cross ridge. The roof space is inaccessible and unused although a small front
window has been introduced, probably in thr 19th centul). There is a rear
corner chimney stack and a central stairway. The littings are generally
early 19th century.
At the rear of ;-';0. 65 is an 18th century timber-built extension at ground
and first floor level, which originally rOse to the second floor as is evidenced
by a blocked stain.ay.
No. 66 was entirely rebuilt at the end of the last century and its similarity
to No. 6.5 is only superficial.
Of considerable interest is the presence in the common wall of ;-';os. 65
and 66 of piaster from the pre-Victorian structure of. '0. 66 and also of a
roof tru apparently a survival from a 16th or I ith century building, I'his
roof truss seems to be matched by some carll' timber.; preserved, beneath
cement rendering, on the outside of the east wall of ;-';0. 66."

6. BEGBROKE HILl. FAR\f
(FIOS. 9 to II, PL. XLIII)
By

DAVID STURDY

Jacobean farmhouse," built by Humph ... ·y Fitzherbert (d. (616) or
his on Robert 'd. 1632)," ret.lins part of the undercroft of a medieval
house with doon.ay and one transverse ar,h, roofed at ground le\'el early in
the 19th century.
The main body of the house, 60 by 24 ft. is of five bays ,,;th two floors
and attics, built of local limestone for both dressings and rubble walling,
once rendered onr. The live bays arc divided internally b} large chamfered
b ams with simple stops; on the first floor thesc are also the tic beams of the
roof, holding massive main rafters" hich ha\ e two sets of purlins. 'I he stonemullioned windo"s of up to four lights mak, ,I fine articulated front with
flanking gables in the end bay and another projecting above the porch.
rhe end "all, 5 ft. thick, thrms"ves form the chimney stacks with small
THY

IJ For assistancr in the prl"'paration f thIS rtpOrt thanks are due to the own<n of the lJOU5eS.
Me.a. Archt"r, Cowley & ("..0. Ltd .• to mnnlx·rs o( thl'" O.t . .\rchal""Oiogical ~)(:iet)' and par11cuiarly
to ~fr . D. Sturdy (.f ,h,. Ashmoit'an . luscum.
14 Th,. howe is occupird by thl'" W,.ni Rt'ltarrh Or'J(aniTatinn of the \~icultural ROl"'arc-h
Council. 1 am inddJtro to Dr. E. K. Wondfj.rd for n("\-\"'$ (lr the discovc·ries of paim,.d plastrr during
rto('tnt alterations, and to the architt'Cu, ~Irss~ . BI)·an & Xorrnan \Vot ..... ood & Partn,.rs, for the
.urvey from which the plans ate tak('n .
I, MI"I. 8. Stapll"'ton, Thr« OifordMllrt PtlrUiw , O.JI.S. , XXIV ( t8g3). 110. 34r)o-J t 349-3SO.
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flO. 10

Begbrokro Hill }'ann. Paintrd plut('r from IOllit of rear window on fint floor. ScaJe I : 7.

stone fireplaces, all but one mutilated or hidden. Behind the two western
bays is a rear wing 22 ft. square of two bays, exactly the same as the main
body. The projecting porch is balanced behind by a tower 12ft. square
containing a newel staircase which was perhaps rebuilt in the 19th century.
The lower room of the rear wing was probably always the kitchen. The
rooms in the main body of the house have been altered. A large room in the
eastern half of the ground floor, probably the Parlour, has a plastered ceiling
of early '7th century date with elaborate mouldings on the beams will, a
simple vine scroll pattern under the beams and repeated as a frieze. In the
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room above, perhaps the principal chamber, now divided, was a painted
decoration, also of early 17th century date, surviving on the soffit of the back
window (FIG. 10) ,vith traces elsewhere in the room. On a background of pale
ochre was painted in black with white highlights an overall trellis pattern of
intersecting quatrefoils linking black lobed shapes. In the centres of the
trellis were alternate black shapes and red criss-crossed lines. No great care
or imagination was shown in tills old-fashioned example of a decoration
more common in Elizabethan times.
In the adjacent room another 17th century painted decoration (FIG. II)
was found remaining on the beams of ' beans talks ' in red flanked by blue
lines, the whole forming groups of vertical pattern.
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PLATE XLII

B
A. 64 66 St. Thomas' Street. Rear of houses from north-west.
B. 3'-3481. Aldate·s. Street-front from south-west.
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